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TIPS FOR PROVIDING GREAT CUSTOMER SERVICE ON FACEBOOK 

Erik Qualman, author of Socialnomics, shared that if Facebook were a country, it would be the third largest in the world. That’s a lot 
of people, and they aren’t all using Facebook just to socialize with friends and family. People interact with a brand on Facebook to 
get news, promotions, or to leave feedback—often in the form of complaints. 

Did you know that three of four online consumers expect a reply to negative feedback on Facebook (source: Forrester Research)? 
Or that 47% of those surveyed by Edison Research said that Facebook, of all the social networks, had the greatest impact on 
their purchase behavior? Taken together, these numbers give customer service agents the formidable task of spinning Facebook 
complaints into branding gold.

Here are some tips to optimize your company’s use of Facebook for customer service.

UTILIZE THE GRAPH SEARCH FEATURE

Facebook’s Graph Search returns results from posts, status 
updates, photo captions, check-ins, and comments made by the 
network of people your brand is connected to, and may also include 
results from the Web. You can search on general mentions of your 
company name or use the search suggestions to help narrow or 
filter results to learn more about the customers who engage with 
your brand.

ENABLE PRIVATE MESSAGING

Private messaging is enabled through your page’s admin panel and 
gives customers an alternative to posting something sensitive or 
negative directly on your timeline. When a message is sent from 
a brand page, the message is stored in the customer’s “Other” 
folder rather than their “Inbox.” It may be helpful for agents to let 
customers know where to look for the interaction. 

READ THE COMMENTS 

Don’t forget that a valid or important support question may be 
buried in the comments beneath a post (even in a reply to someone 
else’s comment) rather than directly on your brand’s timeline. It’s 
really important to follow conversation threads so that you know 
when someone new has joined in and raised an issue. More than 
likely, there are opportunities to respond to a customer even when 
their comment is not framed as a direct question. 

DOWNLOAD THE PAGES MANAGER APP 

Available from the iTunes or Google Play stores, the Pages Manager 
App allows page admins to check page activity, view insights, and 
respond from a mobile phone, which may help to improve response 
time.

REVIEW PAGE INSIGHTS

Page Insights (or stats) become available once a brand page 
has received at least 30 “likes.” This can be a great place for 
smaller companies, or brands that are new to Facebook, to begin 
understanding how customers are engaging with the page, and 
for brands of any size to get a sense of the resources needed for 
support.

• More people check Facebook on their mobile device  
than from their desktop (source: Facebook) 

• Approximately 81% of Facebook’s 757 million daily  
active users (as of December 2013) are outside of the  
U.S. and Canada (source: Facebook) 

• Peak Facebook traffic occurs mid-week between 1 and  
3 p.m. and engagement is 18% higher on Thursdays and  
Fridays (source: Bitly) 

• 75% of engagement with a Facebook post happens  
within 5 hours of posting (source: Mediabistro) 

• Facebook attracts approximately 7x the engagement than 
Twitter does in terms of smartphone and PC usage per  
user (source: BI Intelligence) 

• Most checked-in place in the U.S. in 2013? Disneyland.  
(source: Facebook)

SOME QUICK STATS

https://www.facebook.com/help/558823080813217
https://www.facebook.com/help/www/336893449723054/
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ADD A SUPPORT APP OR FEEDBACK TAB TO YOUR PAGE 

Consider adding a dedicated support app or feedback tab to your 
existing Facebook page. This might make the most sense for larger 
companies, but the key goal for a business of any size is to make 
support easy to find. A dedicated support page can help deflect 
complaints off the brand’s timeline, which is important considering 
that Conversocial reported that one negative comment in public can 
negate the effect of up to five positive comments.

Generally, a tab is a way to organize the pages associated with 
your brand’s main page. Apps are Web apps loaded into Facebook 
into a blank “Canvas page.” Apps can run within a Facebook page 
via a custom tab, so often the distinction can seem muddied. In the 
example below, Roku has added a support app to their header.

Roku actively posts content to their Facebook timeline and 
their customers actively engage, so it makes sense to give their 
customers access to support directly from Facebook. Clicking on 
Support from Roku’s Facebook page opens a dedicated page with 
frequently asked questions, an option to live chat, and links to other 
support resources. 

Dedicated support pages on Facebook can be set up in a variety of 
ways. If you’re using a customer service platform to integrate with 
Facebook, such as Zendesk, you can even add a Feedback tab that 
will allow customers to send an email directly from Facebook. Other 
options include embedding FAQs, posting community guidelines, 
setting support expectations by clearly posting support channels, 
hours, phone numbers, and links to access email or chat forms, or 
by allowing customers to search your Help Center, forums/support 
community, from within Facebook. 

If you found these tips useful,  
check out our tips for providing  
great customer service on Twitter.

HASHTAGS AREN’T JUST FOR TWITTER

They’re not just for marketers either. Customer service agents may 
find the hashtag particularly useful for indexing purposes. Adding 
a hashtag (#) on Facebook turns a word or phrase into a clickable, 
searchable link, just as it does on Twitter. For example, at Zendesk 
we sometimes add some #zenlove to some of our feel-good social 
media posts. If you use Facebook to promote self-service options, 
consider adding a relevant but unique hashtag, such as #[brand]
protip, so that your users can click the hashtag to easily view all 
prior support tips.

https://support.zendesk.com/entries/22630511-Adding-the-Feedback-Tab-to-your-Facebook-Page

